INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the edge-coloring problem, which asks that all edges of a given graph G be colored, using the minimum number of colors, so that no two adjacent edges are colored with the same color. The minimum number is called the chromatic index of G, and denoted by X Ž . G . It is known that many combinatorial problems can be solved very efficiently, say in linear time, for series᎐parallel multigraphs or partial w x k -trees 2᎐4, 8, 17 . Such a class of problems has been characterized in terms of ''forbidden subgraphs'' or ''extended monadic second-order logic'' w x 2 ᎐ 4, 8, 17 . The edge-coloring problem does not belong to such a class of Ž . the ''maximum or minimum subgraph problems,'' and is indeed one of the ''edge-partitioning problems'' which do not appear to be efficiently w x solved for series᎐parallel multigraphs or partial k-trees 4 . However, the current authors have recently obtained a linear-time sequential algorithm w x for series᎐parallel multigraphs in the companion paper 21 . On the other w x hand, He 12 has shown that there exist NC parallel algorithms for many ''vertex-type'' problems on series᎐parallel simple graphs, such as vertexcoloring, maximum independent set, and vertex-cover. However, his method is not valid for the edge-coloring problem. Thus NC parallel edge-coloring algorithms have not been obtained so far for series᎐parallel multigraphs, but NC parallel algorithms have been obtained for the following classes of w x w graphs: planar graph with maximum degree G 9 7 ; outerplanar graphs 5, x w x w x 11 ; series᎐parallel simple graphs 6 ; and partial k-trees 20 . The algow x Ž 3 . rithm for series᎐parallel simple graphs in 6 takes O log n time with Ž . O n processors and is not an optimal parallel algorithm. Every series᎐parallel simple graph except odd cycles can be edge-colored with ⌬ w x colors, where ⌬ denotes the maximum degree of a graph 16, 18 . However, this is not the case for series᎐parallel multigraphs, and the edge-coloring problem for series᎐parallel multigraphs is much more difficult than for w x simple graphs. On the other hand, the algorithm for partial k-trees in 20 Ž . ŽŽ . kŽ kq1. r2 . takes O log n time with O 6 k n r log n processors for any k, and is an optimal parallel algorithm for bounded k although the constant Ž . kŽkq1.r2 6k is large, say 1728 for the case k s 2. Note that a series᎐paral-lel simple graph is a partial 2-tree but a series᎐parallel multigraph is not always a partial 2-tree.
In this paper, using a ''tree contraction'' technique, we give an efficient parallel implementation of our linear sequential algorithm in the companw x ion paper 21 for the edge-coloring problem on series᎐parallel multigraphs. The parallel computation model we use is an exclusive-read and Ž . exclusive-write parallel random access machine EREW PRAM . Our Ž . Ž . parallel algorithm takes O log n time with O ⌬ nrlog n processors. This is the first NC algorithm for series᎐parallel multigraphs and is an optimal parallel algorithm if ⌬ is bounded. Furthermore, combining our algorithm w x in this paper and the algorithm for a partial k-tree in 20 , one can easily obtain a truly practical and optimal parallel algorithm for series᎐parallel Ž . Ž . simple graphs. It takes O log n time with O nrlog n processors, and hence greatly improves the complexity or the constant over the previously w x best known ones for series᎐parallel simple graphs 6, 20 . An early version w x of this paper was presented at 22 .
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give some basic definitions and present some lemmas w x which were proved in the companion paper 21 . 
An edge-coloring of G is an assignment of colors to the edges in G such that no two adjacent edges have the same color. Figure 3 depicts an X Ž . edge-coloring of a graph G in Fig. 2a . The chromatic index G of a graph G is the minimum number of colors used by an edge-coloring of G. The number of colors used by an edge-coloring is denoted by ࠻. Let Ž . r be the number of colors appearing at both¨and¨. For the s t edge-coloring in Fig. 3 , only colors 1, 2, and 3 appear at both¨and¨, s t Ž . and hence r s 3. 
w x X Ž . We showed in the companion paper 21 that G, i is a convex and ''unit-staircase'' function with respect to i, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . There-X Ž . fore one can consider a kind of inverse functions of G, i , which are Ž . Ž . called i G, j and i G, j and defined for an integer j as follows:
and
Define a min᎐max triple set T T G as follows:
the following hold: 
NC PARALLEL ALGORITHM
In this section we give a parallel algorithm which decides the chromatic X Ž . Ž . index G of a series᎐parallel multigraph G in O log n time with Ž . O n⌬rlog n processors if a decomposition tree of G is given. The parallel computation model we use is an exclusive-read and exclusive-write parallel Ž . random access machine EREW PRAM . It is known that the binary
where ␣ is the inverse Ackermann function.
Although the algorithm in this section only decides the chromatic index X Ž . of G, it can be easily modified so that it actually edge-colors G with G colors.
We use a tree contraction algorithm. The tree contraction algorithm w x Ž . Ž . originally introduced by Miller and Reif 15 takes O log n time with O n w processors, where n is the number of nodes in the tree. Several authors 1, labeled by a function f g F ; and each edge e of T is labeled by a
recursively defined as
Ž . We are now ready to use the tree contraction algorithm to decide the chromatic index of series᎐parallel multigraphs G. We assume that a binary decomposition tree T of G is given. Furthermore we may assume that 
We modify the definition of Ž .
Ž . T T G so that L u can be efficiently computed in parallel, as follows: For an edge e of T , the edge function f is initially an identity function, Proof. Let u be a node of the current decomposition tree, and let¨1 and¨be the left child and the right child of u in the original decomposi-
Ž . G and T T s T T G . The node u is either an s-node or a p-node. If u is
u u u an s-node, then by Lemma 2.2 both X and T T can be computed from
processors. Therefore we may assume that u is a p-node. By Lemma 2.1, Ž .
Ž . T T can be computed from T T and T T in O 1 time with
Thus it suffices to prove that can be computed from L and j y i , and i s min c j , c j y i , c j q i , where c j , c X X e j and c j be 0, and let c j and c j be ϱ, then s and Let¨X and¨X be the left child and the right child of u in the original GsG иG is similar to that for the case when G s G G . One 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have given an NC parallel algorithm for the edge-color-Ž . ing problem on series᎐parallel multigraphs G s V, E . Our algorithm is Ž . the first NC algorithm for the problem, and takes O log n time with Ž . O⌬ n r log n processors. The time complexity is optimal within a constant factor, but the number of processors is expected to be improved to Ž< < . O E rlog n .
Zhou, Nakano, and Nishizeki recently obtained a linear sequential algorithm and an optimal parallel algorithm for the edge-coloring problem on partial k-trees for fixed k. The algorithms decompose a partial k-tree with large maximum degree to several edge-disjoint subgraphs with small w x Ž . maximum degrees 19, 20 . The parallel algorithm takes O log n time with ŽŽ . kŽ kq1.r2 . Ž. k Ž k q 1 . r 2 O 6 k n r log n processors. The constant 6 k is bounded but large.
Combining our algorithm for series᎐parallel multigraphs and the paralw x lel algorithm above for partial k-trees 20 one can immediately obtain a truly practical and optimal parallel algorithms to solve the edge-coloring Ž . Ž . problem for series᎐parallel simple graphs in O log n time with O nrlog n processors. The constant is very small. The combined algorithm is essentially the same as one for partial k-trees except that it finds edge-colorings Ž . of decomposed series᎐parallel simple graphs with small ⌬ F 12 in Ž . Ž . O log n time with O ⌬ nrlog n processors by the algorithm in this paper in place of the dynamic programming algorithm, which was the obstruction to reducing the constant.
Our algorithm in this paper solves a single particular problem, that is, the edge-coloring problem. However, the methods which we developed in this paper appear to be useful for many other problems, especially for the ''edge-partition problem with respect to property '' which asks that the edge set of a given graph can be partitioned into a minimum number of subsets so that the subgraph induced by each subset satisfies the property . For the edge-coloring problem, is indeed a matching.
